abstract: Thin liquid films driven by a forced gas/vapor flow (stratified or annular flows), i.e. shear-driven liquid films are a promising candidate for the thermal management of advanced semiconductor devices in earth and space applications. Two-sided three-dimensional non-stationary mathematical model was developed. For a deformable gas-liquid interface convection heat transfer in the liquid and the gas phases as well as temperature dependence of surface tension and liquid viscosity are taken into account. The problem has been reduced to five governing equations for the film thickness, temperature fields in the gas and liquid, vapor concentration in the gas phase and gas pressure. Systematic numerical investigations of evaporation and evolution of free interface deformations at wide-ranging variation of gas and liquid Reynolds numbers have been performed. It is shown that the minimum film thickness takes place near the end of the heater, deformation of the film as a bump takes place at the front edge of the heater, and two lateral waves are formed near the lateral sides of the heater. Phase shift schlieren technique, high-speed visualization and infrared thermography have been used in experimental investigations. Experiments with water and FC-72 in flat channels (height 1.2-2 mm) have been conducted. Pure nitrogen has been used as a gas phase. Maps of flow subregimes for shear-driven film were plotted. Stratified flow exists and stable in minichannels with width of 40 mm. Critical heat flux (CHF) for a shear driven film may be up to 10 times higher than that for a falling liquid film, and reaches more than 400 W/cm2 in experiments with water. Thermocapillary effect can be considered as one of the most important reason for the crisis phenomenon for a smooth heater. The longitudinal micro-fins with the height of 0.3 and 0.5 mm may increase CHF. 
